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ABSTRACT

Tlw Ro.s,st X-ra!l Tim, ing EzpIorer (RXTE) st)ate'craft, obs_'r\c'_l t,he X-ra, v

pulsar GX 1+4 for a perio([ of 34 hours on .lulv 19/20 1996. The source t'a(h!(l

from an intensity of _-, 20 mcrab to a minimum of'<_ 0.7 moral) an(l then

partially recovered towards the end of the observation. This extended minimuni

lasted _40,000 seconds. Phase folded light curves at a barvcentric rotation

period of 124.36568 + 0.00020 seconds show that near the center of the extended

minimum the source stopped pulsing in the traditional sense but retained a

weak dip feature at the rotation period. Away from the extended minimum

the dips are progressively narrower at higher energies and may be interpreted

as obscurations or eclipses of the hot spot by the accretion column. The

pulse profile changed from leading-edge bright before the extended minimum

to trailing-edge bright after it. Data from the Burst and Transient Sowrce

Ezperirnent (BATSE) show that a torque reversal occurred < 10 days after

our observation. Our data indicate that the observed rotation departs froln a

constant period with a [_/P value of ,--_ -1.5_, pet' year at a 4.5a significance.

We infer that we may have serendipitously obtained data. with high sensitivity

and temporal resolution about the time of an accretioil disk spin reversal. We

also observed a rapid flare which had some precursor activity, close to the (:enter

of the extended minimum.

Subject headings: Accretion; eclipses - Pulsars: individual GX 1+4) - Stars:

neutron - X-I_avs: stars



1. INTRODUCTION

The 1)inarvX-ray pulsar GX 1+4 is unique in many respects. It is the (rely known hard

X-ray sout'ce in a svrnbiotic system. Its optical companion is V21 [6 ()ph. a l!)th ma_nirlt([, _

._[6 III giant. It has the largest known rate of change of pulse period, with /9/,p as high

as 27c per year in the 1970's. The relationship between the spin t)erio(l history an(t the

hnninositv is much more ('()niplex than is predicted by standard accretioil theory (Ghosh &:

Lamb 1979), with sustained periods observed where tire spin-down rate was /it inversely

/tm correlated with X-ray flux (Chakrabarty et al. 1997). Furthermore, GX 1+4 is thought

to have a magnetic field of --_ 3 × 10 la Gauss (Dotani et al. 1989; Greenhill et al. 1993: Cui

1997) which is amongst the strongest known for any object.

The mean X-ray flux from GX 1+4 is variable on timescales of days to decades. In

the decade following its discovery in 1971 (Lewin, Ricker _ MeClintock 1971) the flux was

persistently high at > 100 mcrab (McClintock a: Leventhal 1989). During the early 1980's

the flux decreased bv several orders of magnitude (to < 0.5 rncrab on one occasion. Mukai

1988) and since then the source has normally been toward the lower end of its historical

intensity range. There is considerable uncertainty about the source distance of 3 - 15 kpc

(Chakrabarty A: Roche 1997) and hence about the X-ray luminosity. The very long-term

flux variations are correlated with both spin period history and pulse profiles. During the

1970s when the pulsar was spinning up steadily the typical pulse profiles in most energy

bands were broad, brighter on the trailing-edge and s()metimes with a se(on(larv minilnum

(see e.g. Dory, Hoffman Ck:Lewin 1981). With the change to a lower fll_x state in the l!)8()s

th(, pulsar began steady spin-down (with brief returns r.o spin-up} at_(t ttl(' ot)serve(1 p_tlse

profiles were typically leading-edge bright (Greenhill, Galloway & Storey 1998). The orl)ital

I_eri_)(lis unknown but is thought to be of the order of one vear (Cutleret al. 1986).



2. THE OBSERVATIONS

The Ro.s.,i .¥-ra!/ Ti'min.q E.q_lorc_r (1RXTE) _bsmved GX l+ I flIt a lls,ml)le t,_ta.l ,_['

51..360 secon(ls during a ,--34 ho,tr I)erio(l starting at 16>16 UT on 19t.h .lulv 1996. Th('

observations were made in 23 sections with the interruptions being due to regular passages

through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and Earth otc,fltations of th(, >,)urve. [:ix,'

additional short gaps were due to RXTE monitoring campaigns on other sources. The

1variation in intensity seen by the Proportional Co rater Array (PCA) detectors (Zhang et al.

1993) is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1. The data are shown for Proportional Counter

Units (PCU's) 1, "2 & 3 since PCU 4 was turned off after 0:03 UT on 20th July and PCU 5

after 2:32 UT on 20th July. These two detectors are occasionally commanded off to provide

high voltage rest periods. Throughout this paper all analysis results and figures apply to

the summation of PCU's 1, 2 & 3 only, all the data have been background subtracted

and all quoted UT values are barycentric times. The principal observing mode used was

E_250US_128M_0_8S and so every detected X-ray photon was time tagged to 250tls and its

energy was measured in 128 pulse height channels.

These RXTE observations were proposed with the particular intention of studying the

high energy spectrum of GXI+4. However, the source turned out to be much weaker than

expected in all energy bands so. in this paper we do not discuss any data from the [-tigh

Energy X-ray Timing Experiment (HEXTE) on RXTE. Since the source was relatively faint

the PCA background subtra(:tion becomes critical. We have use_t the RXTE guest observers

PCABACKEST software to estimate the various instrumental and orbital backgro_m_t

contrib_ltions. The background model used was "sky VLE". Due t_ the, I)roximity of GX

1+4 to the galactic plane we have also subtracted a "galactic ridge" emission component

,let('rmine(t from data in Valinia :(: ._[arshall (1998). Their r('sltlts xx>re llse(l t-O ('ah:lllat,'

integrate(t {:olmt rates in the direction of GX 1+4 fl)r our light curve energy ranges _)t":2 -



7 ko\" ,k,_7"- 20 1,:_'\'. The _teriv_,_t rates wew also compar_'_l to the P('.\ ,,,_lttt r;_I,'_ _,','E_

in tlw vicinity of GX l+-i fl_r the variolls slew,_ to and from the s_}llrce whi,'h w_,re made

_[ut•ing _)ur observation. For the 2 - 7 keV range we have takcm a xallw of 3.40 counts s 1

and for the 7- 20 keV range 0.6d;counts s -I. \Ve estimate that any remninitlgsvstematic

error in our background subtraction is ,--, 0.5 counts s -1.

\Ve do not discuss any spectral analysis results in this paper since our lwimar3 c_m__'tn

here is with timing issues. \Ve do, however, see clear spectral variations with pulse, phase'

and a full presentation of the phase resolved spectral analysis can be found in Galloway et

al. (1999) which also discusses the spectral evolution through the flare reported here.

3. TEMPORAL STUDIES

During the observation the flux decreased to a minimum after about 20 hours and then

began a gradual recovery towards its initial intensity. The light curve is shown in the upper

panel of Fig. 1 and is plotted as a 4 second running average with a time resolution of one

second. The Crab produces -,-7,800 counts s -1 in 3 PCU's so tile source flux during this

observation ranges from _< 0.7 to ,-- 20 mcrab. We have divided the complete observation

into tile three intervals marked as 1 - 3 in Fig. 1. The---124 second rotation modulation

clcat _s a"_' e' wide scatter of points and during the lowest intensity state in Fig. 1 (interval 2)

the minima appear to almost reach zero. For data which are not running mean averaged.

as in Fig. 1, the one second bins can in fact sometimes go negative after ba{'kgroun(l

s_fi)traction. The widely varying intensity falls within an (,nveh)pe wlwr_' tiw itt)t)_,r atn, l

lower edges are defined by the maxima and minima respectively of the rotati_m mod_flation

(see Figs• 4 &'..5). In the lower panel in Fig. 1 we show the mean colmt rat_, ,tx_'r;t.,g_'_[ ,_x_,r

complete rotation cycles according to our et)hemc'ris as define{t in section 3.1. [{,oration

cv(.h,s that ato. for any r('alsi)Ii incomplete are omitt.,'d, h'a\itlA a total of 3-1-4 ph,tt_,_l p,fints.



Th('t'(' is still n fact(>r(>f _2 variati()n ov(,r tim(,svah,s ('orr(,sl_on(ling t() tens of rotation

('v<'t('s an(I tit(' varial)ilitv ro,tghly scales with the intensitv. \V(, have fitted a Gauss[an (:,nvo

t() these (tara p()ints since the distributi(m apt)(,als to I)e svmmetri('al al)()llt the minimlmt.

The center of the ('xten(led minim,mr is at UT 17:43:45 + 50 secon(ls on 20th ,lulv 199G

with a c7 width of 19467 ± 78 seconds. The initial level is not well (h't:ined but f(>r th(' fit

shown is 56.4 + 0.1 (:ounts s-' with a Ininilnum during interval 2 of 5.65 ± 0.2 co,mrs

s -I. There is a suggestion of less variability on the climb out of the extended mininla than

(luring the entry into it.

3.1. PERIOD DETERMINATION

The most persistent feature (see Fig. 4) of tile rotation nlodulation is a sharp "'clip'"

with a phase width of _-, 0.05. This can be identified in published profiles from many

previous measurements and is evident in the mean pulse profile even at the lowest count

rates during interval 2. _\_ use it to define phase zero for the pulse cycle. The PCA data on

GX 1+4 have sufficient sensitivity that even with only three PCUs operating most of the

individual rotation dips can be seen throughout the observation except during the faint(,st

part of the extended minimum. There is no difficulty in maintaining the cycle count across

the many gaps evident in Fig. 1. Denoting the first dip observed as number 1. the last

one seen is number 975. Of this set only' 405 occurred during F/XTE on source time. The

relative distributions of the data in the 3 intervals ill Fig. 1 can be sunlInarise(1 as follows.

Interval 1 spans dips 1 - 632 with 259 of these being during on source time and potentially

observable, interval :2 spans clips 633 - 771 with a total of 44 being I)otentiallv observabl('

and interval 3 spans clips 772 - 97.5 with 102 being potentially observable. To preserve

sutficient signal t() noise for the clip profiles, the (tara were litst binned up into 1 secon(1

sampl('s for th(' energy rang(' 2 - 20 keV. \Ve then used an initial porio<t estimat(, t(> _t('fin('
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the ('xln'<:te<lI)()sit.ions<)f the cent.m's <,f tlw 40.3 clips. Fir.s xv_,r_, t.hen t)erforme(1 t.o ;t small

data wind_)w o[" -1-5 Ifins centerect at each expecte(l dip position to pro, htce a ph>t of the

_bserve(l_[iI)rime minus the calculated tim('(()- C). assumin_ a vonstant period, against

dip cycle nmnber (N). Since the indivi_lual_lipscan be quit_,noisy,are variable in profile.

may possibly move around slightly in time and also do not descend from or recover to a

well defined intensity level, we have chosen to use a simple t)arabolic curve for the fitting

function. The intention is t.o provide a consistent estimate of the time of minimum count

rate for each individual clip. This restricted goal also prompted us to fit the dips in the '2 -

20 keV light curves without the background subtraction applied. This has the advantage

that the error treatment in the curve fitting process is more valid since the count rates are

much closer to a normal distribution without reaching low, poisson dominated values, at

the bottom of each dip. The dip total was reduced to only 3O9 after rejection of poorly"

fitted clips and also excluding all dips within interval 2 where the mean count rate was very

low and the dips hardly detectable. We propose in a later section that these dips may be

caused by eclipses of the hot spot by the accretion column.

A plot of the O - C residuals against dip cycle number, as in Fig. 2. shows considerable

scatter around the mean but repeated trials, based on the assumption that the period is

constant, allow adjustment of the period to provide the best fit. The linear fit for the

period gives a value of P = 124.36568 + 0.00020 seconds. This fit is represented bv the

horizontal dotted line across the center of Fig. 2. Since there is a reasonable expectation of

seeing a small change in PIP over the :34 hour span of the observations w_, hax_' als,_ firr_,,l

a 2nd otder polynomial to the data which is shown by the soli_l curved trace in Fig. 2. glw

times of dip minima for this fit are given by T = [ N x 124.36213 ± 0.O0080 I + [ -\ex

0.00000344 ± 0.0000007.5 ] seconds where N is the cycle count starting from zero at the first

observed dip. These fits suggest that the period is not constant during the observation and

indicate a value for /_/P of _ -1.,5'7c per 3'ear. The departure t'r, ml a constant p,,riod lms
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a 1.5(_signiticam'e. The larger error bars ten(t to (tominatein Fig. '2but _40_Xof tin, 309

p_ints havea st.anctard(leviation of<_ + 0.5 seconds. Because indivi(lual ,Lip prol-ilc's are

_tten well fitted by a minimum which is sul)st.a.iltiallv displaced in tim(, from the e,xp_wt_,(t

position (up to a few seconds) we have examined the r"_, of () - Cs t l;s residuals ti)r any

periodic component. The data have nlanv gaps and _66_: are missing so, after rejection of

the poorly fitted dips, we have used the method described by Boppet a[. (1970). This has

revealed no periodic trends in the O - C residuals so we conclude that tile pulse clips inove

about, through a small range, in a random fashion. The distribution of the O - C residuals

is approxinlately gaussian with a (7 width of _2.3 seconds which corresponds to--_ 7 _legrees

in rotation phase. We have also compared tile results obtained by repeating the above

analysis for 4-4, +6 & 4-7 bins in addition to the prcs(.nte"•• _t case of 4-5 bins. The smallest of

these windows is rather short compared to the width of the dip features evident in Figs. 4

& 5 but for all these cases the inferred/5/P values and errors are similar. Equivalent plots

to Fig. 2 for these other cases also look similar, however, the individual O - C values are

different in each case, though the spread is within the typical error bars. A plot of the () -

C values for the 4-5 bin case against those for the 4-6 bin case has a correlation coefficient

of 0.89 for 286 points. The scatter along the expected +1 slope has a a of 4-0.4 seconds.

Historically GX 1+4 has spent most of its time in a spin down state (see Figure 1 &

'2, Chakrabartv et al. 1997). The Burst and Tr'ar_sient So'tu'ce Ezperimet;t (BATSE) data

points presented by Chakrabarty et al. (1997) for the long term period changes in GX 1+ 1

were derived over 5 day intervals but BATSE could not detect (iX 1+4 for an exten(l('(t

p('riod encompassing our observation due to its weak state. The B.-\TSK (lata for this

t)erio(t, (terixed from 4 - 8 day intervals, are illustrat.('d in Fig. 3 whi('h sh_)ws the t)_tlse

1)(wio(1 and /5 changes over a _ 100 day interval. The first BATSE (l(,te(:tions ()f GX t--I

after our ot_servation show that spin up conlmenced within 10 (tars (_four observation an(t

lasted f(_r 1.5 - 20 davs before spin down ieSulned.
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3.2. PHASE FOLDED LIGHT CURVES

The pulsar perio{l derived in the previoussection was_lsedto {'{}nstr,wt phase fl}l{l{'{l

1},lls{_ pr{}fil{'s for rile entire data set in several {mergy channels. For this analysis tlw

period was assumed to have a constant value of 124.86568 secon{ts. These pulse profiles

are pr{;sente{l in two energy ranges in Figs. 4 & 5. ea{:h of which has a curve for th{'

intervals marked as 1, 2 & 3 in Fig. 1. The pulse profiles clearly change{t substantially

during the observations. The profile during the brightest state (interval 1) was similar t{)

others measured during the 1980-90's low state with the leading-edge brightest. Pulsations

almost disappeared (ignoring the sharp dips) during the lowest intensity state (interval

2) but were again observed strongly when the flux increased once more (interval 3). The

pulse profile however had changed significantly since interval 1. and was similar to those

profiles measured during the 1970s, with the trailing-edge brightest. This change mirrors

that which occurred between the 1970s and 1980s (Greenhill et al. 1998) but over a very

much shorter timescale and with the change in the opposite direction. We are not aware of

any previous observation of similar pulse profile changes on such short timescales.

In Table 1 we present the results from fitting gaussian profiles about phase 0.0 to the

six dips shown in Figs. 4 & 5. Defining the pre-dip level for the gaussian is somewhat

problematic but we have chosen the 'shoulder' in the count rate .just prior to each dip. ()ne

{'ould also argue that the clips have a rather flat bottom {luring the ext{'n{te{l minimllnl

through interval 2 but the count rate at the center of the {lip is very low and the statistics

relatively poor. Within the errors all six dips occur at exa{:tlv the same i)hase. The

t}rincipal feature in Table 1 is that the clips are much sh{}rter in duration in the 7 - 20 ke\"

band than in the 2 - 7 keV band. In Figs. 4 & .5 the three curves have t)een vertically

displaced fl)r clarity but it is clear that the bottom of the dips. for all intervals in b{}th

figures, are ahnost coin{'i(tent in {'ount rat{'. :\ s{'{'on(t feature in Table 1 is that th{ _ ,lit)s
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are narr<)wer in interval 2 than in intervals !. or 3. This suggesr, s that when the source is

brighter the enhanced emission is obsorve(I at all phases ex(:(,p( the ('ent(,r of th(' <lip. It is

p()ssibh', given the llncertaillties o[' t.he P(-':k background sul>traction process, that the flat

l)ottonl of the dips tbr interval 2 in Figs. -I _k 5 represents zero flux from GX 1+4.

3.3. FLARE

A significant flare is visible in Fig. 1 near the center of tile extended mininmm. The

flare center is at 17:23:38 UT on 20th July 1996 which corresponds to a phase of 0.67 on

our rotation ephemeris, defined so that phase 0.0 is tile phase of the primary minimum. A

phase of 0.67 is similar to the phase of the brigMest part of the pulse when the intensity rose

again in interval 3 and the pulses were seen to be trailing-edge bright. The flare is shown

in more detail in Fig. 6. A smaller enhancement in emission is seen at 17:22:46 UT and

may represent the leading part of a trailing-edge bright pulse profile. Tile main part of the

flare has a duration of _6 seconds, although it is sharply peaked, and is superimposed on a

longer somewhat triangular profile enhancement that covers about half of the basic _124

second rotation period. The flare is roughly symmetrical with no sign of the characteristic

sharp rise and exponential decline shown by type I X-ray bursts from neutron stars. The

flare occurs only 1207 seconds before the center of the extended broa(t minimum. The _'h>e

proximity is remarkable given the width of the feature of > 40,000 seconds but this may be

a coincidence. In the 2 - 20 keV energy range the peak count rate of the flare was _98.6

counts s -t although the running average shown in Fig. 6 reduces this to "--83.9 counts s -_.

The peak rate was not exceeded elsewhere during a window of =:6.25 h(>urs centered on the

ex-ent.

There is a possibility that the flare originates from another X-ray source in the PC.\

fieht (>f view an(t not from GX 1+4 itself. The five PCA detectors are not quite co-aligne_t
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aml t'_r su[tici_u_t,l.vbright flaresan _,st;i_lmtecan be ma_[_' of their position r_'lative r,_ r,ll_

spacecraft, pointing _tirection (see 4.2, Strohmayer e_ al. L997). Unt'ortmm_elv this is not

possibl_, in this case sinc_ PC(7"s 1, '.2)& ;3 are cl_selv align_,_l and the eolmr rate from ttw

flare is too low to get meaningful.results by this method.

In Fig. 6 there is also a strong indication of a I>recllrsor mini flare in rtw pr_,<'_'_lil_

rotation cvcle_ to that of the main flar"e_. The time interval between the precursor mini

flare and the main flare is estimated to be 140 - 150 seconds, which is significantly longer

than the neutron star rotation period of 124 seconds. However, if the two enhancements

at 17:22:46 UT and 17:23:38 UT are part of the same pulse profile, then the separation

between the two flaring episodes is similar to the pulse period. Galloway et al. (1999) have

,:tO( r( rE )nsuggest_ed an alternative explanation with t.hese flares being due to episodes of .... _

resulting from successive orbits of a locally dense patch of matter in the accretion disk. The

pre-ftare structure seen here in GX 1+4 is somewhat reminiscent of some of the bursting

activity seen in GRO J1744-28 (Giles et al. 1996).

4. DISCUSSION

The low X-ray intensity during our 1996 observation has uncovered several unexpected

new ti,atures of GX 1+4. The mechanism behind the pulse profile change may be related

to the cause of the much longer term changes observed between the high state of the 1970s

alld the lower state which has persisted until the present day (Oreenhill ot al. 19981.

That. a similar pulse profile change (:an take place on such short timescales may t)r_\-i(le

information on the underlying disk dynamics and the spinup-spindown behavio,u (_I rh,,

system (Greenhill et al. 1999). The origin of the very sharp dips in Figs. 4 & 5 is som_uxImr

enigmatic, partly because spectral changes over the observation mak(_ modeq fitting very

¢[ifficMt (Galloway 1999). The width of this dip ii*atm'e decreases with increasing en('rxy.
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.Xsitnilar trlm(l _f _[l'c:reasing wi{Ith with increasing energy is aplmrent (but not relnarked

lIl)_}lt) in Ginga _tata (_[akishima et al. 1988). The dip feature is present in our data (htring

all three intervals, even when the flux drops to its lowest level.

In general, models predicting pulse profiles in X-ray pulsars (Loahv & Li t99.5: Xh;sz_ir_,s

& Nagel 1!)85) app_'ar unable to reproduce such narrow dip f_'atures. Since, the sharp

dips are present in the pulse profiles for all energies up to _ 100 keV (\\hire et al. 1983:

Greenhill et al. 1998) the mechanism responsible for the dip must be effective over a w,rv

wide energy range. Similar sharp dips observed in profiles fl'om other pulsars (Cemeljic &

Bulik 1998; R eig & Roche 1999) have been attributed to eclipses of the emission region

bv the accretion stream. The optical depth for non-resonant Compton scattering, which

is likely to be an important process in the column, will vary depending on the relative

orientation of the column with respect to the observer. In particular the optical depth

will reach a maximum at the closest approach of the line of sight to the nlagnetie field

axis because the line of sight then passes through a larger slice of the accretion cohmm.

The additional scattering for this alignment will produce a corresponding dip in the pulse

profile which can be moderately sharp over a range of different geometries (Galloway, 1999).

Another possible cause of a sharp dip is resonant cw:lotron absorption which has been

discussed by Dotani et al. (1989) and Greenhill et al. (1993). For this absorption process

the emission at. frequency _ can be very efficiently absorbed by the accreqon plasma when

the local cvclotron energy in the accretion streanl is the. same as b'. The accretion colunm

becomes wider with height above the polar cap as the field lines diverge and the frequency

that is most effectively absorbed also de.creases with height as the magnetic fiel(l _l_'cl('as_'s.

The scattering region in the cohtnln, at a height corresponding to each particular frequency.

is expected to extend over a greater area than the polar cap below it an(t so can completely

c_\er this X-ray "hot spot" for a substantial range of viewing angles. Hence, the line of

sight (toes not nee(t to be very ch_selv aligned with the magnetic field axis for a si,_nificant
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(lip tc) t),, creat('d. A(t(tit.ionally, this m()_lell)r(,<tictst,hat the wi(tth _)['the (lip minimum

sh()Itl(l _l('cr('ase with increasing (mergy as is seen in the data ptesentecl in this paper. [t

s(',mls f_,asil)le that l)ot.h the pr()(resses described above may b(' op('ratln/ simlllran('o,lslv

in producing the observed (tip. A further, but less likely, possibility (Storey et al. 1998:

Greenhill et al. 1998) is that the line of sight is closest to th,, magn(,tic: axis at phase 0.5

att(t that the primary clip represents the edge of a very broad pulse centere(t at phase 0..5.

The asymmetry in the pulse profile could then be caused bv an asymmetry in the accretion

flow onto the polar cap region. A model of this type does not however provide a simple

explanation for the energy dependence of the clip width.

The results presented above show that we have observed GX 1+4 during a transition

from leading-edge bright pulses to trailing-edge bright pulses. There is strong evidence that

this was associated with a reversal of torque in GX 1+4 and possibly a change in accretion

disk spin direction. This observation and the modelling of Greenhill et al. (1999) suggests

that our understanding of the processes of torque transfer in accreting X-ray pulsars would

greatly benefit from more detailed observations of GX 1+4 through a torque reversal

period. The flare observed during the time of intensity mininmm may also provide new

insights into the mechanisms of mass transfer from the accretion disk to the neutron star

if more examples can be observed. There is marginal evidence for wandering in the phases

of tile individual sharp dips but the count rates are too low to allow detailed study of any

such effect. If present, this could be interpreted as evidence for wander in the position ,_f

t.he accretion column if the clips are due to absorbtion by accr(,ring Inatter. Tile r('alitv _)f

this hypothetical wandering could be tested by analysing observations of GX l÷l obtaine(t

while it was in a higher intensity state.

\Ve thank the R,XTE Science ()perations Center planning and _q)erations staff for

slu'c_'ssf'ullv conducting these observations. We also thank [,[inwah \\'11 for helpf_lI ;/(lx-i_'_,.
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Table 1- Averaged profile parameters for the dip features in Figs. 4 & 5

Interval Parameter 2 - 7 keV 7- 20 keV

Center (phase)

Half Width (sec)

Depth (c s -t)

Minima (c s -1)

0.9997 -t- 0.0011

3.82 + 0.18

16.07 ± 0.57

2.04 + 0.69

1.0002 ± 0.0008

2.78 ± 0.12

18.61 ± 0.63

3.87 ± 0.71

Center (phase)

Half \Vidth (sec)

Depth (c s -1)

Minima (c s -t)

1.0030 ± 0.0029

2.49 + 0.40

4.59 ± 0.61

-0.58 ± 0.65

0.9996 ± 0.0018

2.02 ± 0.25

6.42 ± 0.68

-0.03 ± 0.72

Center (phase)

Half Width (sec)

Depth (c s -t)

Minima (c s -l)

1.0036 ± 0.0020

4.24 + 0.35

8.80 ± 0.52

1.69 4- 0.64

1.0026 -+- 0.0011

2.77 ± 0.16

12.74 ± 0.58

3.29 ± 0.64
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. The light curveof the _34 hour observation()f'GX l+4. The count rate

shown is a running 4 secon(l average, with a one second resolution, fl)r the full ener:zy

range of the PCA ('2 - 20 keV). Tile rapid intensits' variation reflects the pulse amplitu(te

of the ,-_124.4 second rotation period and this is superimposed on a 1)r()ad (tip in intensity

down to a minimum lcwel of < 0.7 mcrab. The flare is visible near the center of this broad

tninimum. Tile lower panel plots mean count rates for individual complete rotation cycles

and a Gaussian fit through these data points.

Figure 2. This plot shows the trend in the fits to the clip miniina for the 974 cycles

covered by the observation in Fig. 1. Located and fitted individual dip cent;ers are plotted

plus or minus with respect to an ephemeris period of 124.36568 seconds. The error bars on

the O - C residuals are +1o-. The horizontal clotted line is the best linear fit and the solid

curved line is the best fit 2nd order polynomial. The lower dotted curve is for a /5/P of

1.5% per year.

Figure 3. Tile BATSE data for GXI+4 over the period from 20 April 1996 _;o 25

August 1996. The RXTE observation, at HJD _ 2400_80, is marked with the small square

and occurs just before a brief interval of spin up commenced. The /5 axis in the lower part

of tile figure is in units of 10 -s s s -t.

Figure 4. Phase. folded light curves for the energy range '2 - 7 keV. The three traces

correspond to intervals 1. 2 & 3 in Fig. 1. To differentiate the three profiles trace 1 has

been offset vertically by 10.0 counts s -I and tra('e :3 bv 5.0 counts s -t. The large rotation

modulation has shifted character between traces 1 & 3 with the maximum flux occurring in

the earlier part of the cycle for trace 1 and the latter part fl)r trace 3.

Figure 5. Phase fohle(1 light curw_s similar to those in Fig. 4 bur for the higher energy
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rang_'o['7- 20 keV. Trac_ 1 hasagain beenofI_et,vertically by 10.1)ccmnts s -L and trace 3

by 5.0 _:o,mts s -1. The d_ange in character for traces 1 & .3 not(,,l [}_r Fig. 4 is repoatod for

riffs en_'r_y band. Fits to the dip profiles in Figs. 4 _: .3 ar_' giv_m in Table 1 an_l the fl,atur_,

is clearly sharper at, higher ener_u_s.

Figure 6. The flare se(m during the extended minima o[' GXI+i. T(_ enlphasiz(, this

feature the 2 - 20 keV COlmt rate is plotted as a running 4 second avorage with one secorld

resolution. The vertical dotted lines mark the times of the predicted dip minima.
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